The Zoll M Series defibrillator/monitor can be configured in a variety of ways: Monophasic, Biphasic, AED, 3-Lead, 12-Lead, Pacing, SpO2, NIBP, ETCO2 and more. Unit comes with a built-in A/C power supply. Comes with a ONE YEAR WARRANTY. Many configurations available.

Call for pricing on specific configuration.

Refurbished Units Available

ZOLL E SERIES
Features:
- New innovative roll cage design and shape, designed for the rigors of an EMS environment
- EasyRead Tri-Mode Display screen for use in either pitch darkness or direct sunlight.
- Rapid Cable Deployment system for faster defibrillation and monitoring

Comes in a variety of configurations including AED, 3-Lead, 12-Lead, Pacing, SpO2, NIBP, ETCO2, Bluetooth technology.

Call for pricing on specific configuration.

New & Factory Refurbished Units Available

ZOLL AED PLUS
Is an automated external defibrillator (AED) that has been designed to support the full chain of survival by supporting effective CPR. The Zoll AED Plus provides real CPR Help with instantaneous feedback on rate and depth of compressions, giving the responders the confidence they need to help all sudden cardiac arrest (SCA) victims who require defibrillation.

Includes Batteries, CPR-d or Stat-Padz, Carry Case, 7-Year Warranty and Dixie Loaner Program

Call for Quote!

DIXIE LOANER PROGRAM

Every machine Dixie Medical, Inc. sells is backed by our “Dixie Loaner Program.” This program Protects you from being without your defibrillator, AED, charger, etc. in the event your unit requires service. If you find that your device requires biomedical attention, we will ship you a unit from our stock to use until yours is returned. FREE OF CHARGE as long as your own your machine.

Call toll free 1-866-349-4363

As prices change based on availability, please call or visit dixiemed.com, aedwarehouse.com & zoll.us for current pricing.
New & Factory refurbished Units Available

**ZOLL AED PLUS**

Is an automated external defibrillator (AED) that has been designed to support the full Chain of Survival by supporting effective CPR. The Zoll AED Plus provides real CPR Help with instantaneous feedback on rate and depth of compressions, giving the rescuer the confidence they need to help all sudden cardiac arrest (SCA) victims who require defibrillation.

- Includes Batteries, CPR-d or Stat-Pad, Carry Case, 7-Year Warranty and Dixie Loaner Program.

Call for Quote!

**ZOLL AED PRO**

Designed with advanced capabilities, the Zoll AED Pro supports Basic Life Support, as well as Advanced Life Support professionals.

- The AED Pro provides the ruggedness, portability, and advanced functionality that professional rescuers and services require from an AED.
- The Zoll AED Pro includes Backlit LCD Screen, Carry Case, Multi-Patient Internal Memory, IVOA Port, CPR-d or Stat-Pad, Lithium Battery, 7-Year Warranty and Dixie Loaner Program.

Call for Quote!

**LIFEPAK 1000**

- The most rugged defibrillator ever built by Physio-Control, with an IP55 rating
- Large intuitive screen displays graphics and ECG readings
- Manual defibrillator (AED override) option is available

Comes with 2 sets of adult pads, long-life lithium battery, carry case, First Response Kit, 5 Year Full Warranty, and Dixie Loaner Program.

Call for Quote!

**LIFEPAK 500**

The Lifepak 500 defibrillator weighs in at just seven pounds, so you can take it anywhere. It has clear screen messages, voice prompts and lighted buttons to guide responders through operation. It’s intuitive design is ideal for infrequent or inexperienced users and the worry-free high capacity lithium batteries never require maintenance or recharging. Includes lithium battery, carrying case, one set of adult pads, 5 year warranty and Dixie Loaner Program.

Call for Quote!

**HEARTSINE SAMARITAN PAD**

The HeartSine Samaritan PAD was designed with an interface that guides even the most infrequent user through the rescue process. Using 3 simple icons and verbal instructions, the Samaritan PAD will clearly guide the rescuer through each step.

The Samaritan PAD comes with a carry case, 1 PAD-PAK that includes 1 set of adult electrodes and 1 battery, operator’s manual, and 5 year warranty.

Call for Quote!

**LIFEPAK CR+ AED**

LifePak CR+ features include:

- Clear, calm voice guides user one step at a time
- Highly visible readiness indicator
- Lightweight, compact and durable
- Simplified maintenance
- Compatible with EMS and hospital technology

Choose between the semi-automatic or fully automatic versions.

Call for Quote!

**PHILIPS FR2+**

The Philips FR2 can be used by professionals or by the lay responder. The FR2+ has come to be a trusted tool of professional responders and designated response teams in the work place and public settings. It’s clean, uncluttered design is optimized for fast, efficient operation and rapid delivery of defibrillation therapy. Commands are clear, streamlined, confident, and concise: ideal for responders who are trained, drilled and ready to save a life now.

*Updated to the new AHA Guidelines

New & Refurbished Units Available

**PHILIPS HEARTSTART ONSITE**

Weighing just 3.3 lbs., this small and lightweight defibrillator can be easily carried to the patient’s side. Using clear, natural voice instructions, the OnSite Defibrillator guides you, the first caregiver on the scene, through each step of the defibrillation and CPR process. Integrated SMART Pads placed on the patient’s bare skin transmit information to the defibrillator, which senses and adapts to your actions every step of the way. The Philips OnSite comes with carrying case, 1 adult electrode cartridge, lithium battery, 5-year factory warranty, and Dixie Loaner Program.

Call for Quote!

**CARDIAC SCIENCE FIRSTSAVE AED**

The Cardiac Science FirstSave offers you great quality for a great price. Cardiac Science’s patented STAR Biphasic Waveform Technology customizes defibrillation energy for each patient based on the patient’s impedance, making sure the correct amount of energy is delivered on the first shock. The SurvivalIn FirstSave is the AED you want in your hand during Sudden Cardiac Arrest. This AED comes complete with carry case, 3-year lithium battery, adult pads, 3 year warranty and Dixie Loaner Program.

Call for Quote!

**CARDIAC SCIENCE POWERHEART G3**

The Powerheart G3 is available with fully automatic or semi-automatic operation. The G3 features a Rescue Coach with intuitive and comprehensive voice prompts that guide the responder through the rescue. It also uses a metronome so the responder can keep pace with the proper rate of chest compressions. The new Powerheart G3 comes complete with carry case, 4-year lithium battery, adult pads, Dixie Loaner Program and a SEVEN YEAR WARRANTY from the manufacturer.

Call for Quote!

**CARDIAC SCIENCE POWERHEART G3 PRO**

Cardiac Science introduces its professional AED offering — the G3 Pro. The latest AED from Cardiac Science boasts the industry’s first ECG color display, provides manual override features, multiple rescue capability, and the most advanced technology available to provide healthcare and rescue professionals extended capabilities for emergency treatment of sudden cardiac arrest and continuous cardiac monitoring. This AED comes complete with 2 sets of adult pads, Intellisense battery pack, Quick Start Tool Kit, Semi-Rigid Carry Case, Rescue Ready Kit, AED Check Tag, FULL 7 YEAR WARRANTY from Cardiac Science, and the Dixie Loaner Program.

Call for Quote!

**NEW & REFURBISHED UNITS AVAILABLE**

**WELCH ALLYN AED 20**

Features include:

- Text and voice instructions guide the user through the rescue
- Color-coded pads and illustrations ensure proper pad placement
- Escalating energy (200 J, 300 J, 360 J); energy protocol can be changed to meet specific needs

The Welch Allyn AED 20 comes with 1 Lithium Battery Pack, 1 set of adult electrodes, semi-rigid carry case, rescue ready kit, and

*DIAGNOSTIC QUALITY ECG DISPLAY AND LEAD II MONITORING USING TRADITIONAL SNAP-BASED ELECTRODES*

*OPTIONAL PASSCODE-PROTECTED MANUAL DEFIBRILLATION*

*CHOICE OF RECHARGEABLE BATTERY FOR FREQUENT USERS OR A LONG-LIFE NONRECHARGEABLE BATTERY FOR INFREQUENT RESCUERS*

Call for Quote!

**NEW & REFURBISHED UNITS AVAILABLE**

**CARDIAC SCIENCE POWERHEART AED**

The Powerheart AED is Biphasic, Pediatric Capable, and is upgraded to the new 2005 American Heart Association Guidelines. This is the perfect full feature AED at a price that can’t be beat. All Powerheart AEDs come complete with carry case, 4-year lithium battery, adult pads, 5 year warranty, and Dixie Loaner Program.

Call for Quote!

**NEW & REFURBISHED UNITS AVAILABLE**

**CARDIAC SCIENCE POWERHEART AED**

The Powerheart AED is Biphasic, Pediatric Capable, and is upgraded to the new 2005 American Heart Association Guidelines. This is the perfect full feature AED at a price that can’t be beat. All Powerheart AEDs come complete with carry case, 4-year lithium battery, adult pads, 5 year warranty, and Dixie Loaner Program.

Call for Quote!
— GE VITAL SIGNS MONITORS —

Call for a Quote Today!

GE MAC ECG MONITORS

GE’s MAC Resting ECG solutions offer a comprehensive suite of ECG interpretation and analysis programs. Innovation continues with risk assessment tools that deliver clinical accuracy, validity and performance across a diverse range of patient populations.

MAC 5500:
- MAC 5500 offers a complete suite of advanced ECG Analysis programs. Combined with MobilLink™ wireless ECG workflow solutions, MAC 5500 helps you capture, analyze and communicate ECG data with greater speed and confidence.

MAC 3500:
- Ideal for basic 12-lead resting ECG analysis, the new MAC 3500 offers GE’s clinically-proven Marquette® ECG analysis programs in an affordable and reliable unit designed to fit your fundamental needs.

MAC 1600:
- The MAC 1600 can be easily configured to meet the needs of nearly every environment. With instant assessment of the ECG signal quality, the availability of GE’s Marquette 12SL ECG analysis program, and an easy connection to your ECG cardiology management system, the new MAC 1600 couldn’t be smarter.

Call for a Quote!

GE CARESCAPE V100

The CARESCAPE V100 vital signs monitor is designed for sub-acute clinical settings where monitor mobility is important. Not only can it withstand the rigors of tough clinical use and cleaning, the CARESCAPE V100 monitor battery has a long run time — typically eight hours before requiring recharge.

The GE CARESCAPE V100 can come with SuperSTAT Blood Pressure, SpO2 (Masimo, Nellcor, or GE Ohmeda), Alaris Thermo Temp Thermometry, and Printer.

Call for Best Pricing

GE DASH MONITORS

With a busy schedule, having accurate patient information at your fingertips is critical. GE’s Dash monitors get you the most accurate information in a single, portable platform.

*Call for price quote

Options include:
- Color Monitor
- ECG (3, 5, or 12-Lead)
- NIBP
- Large Display
- SpO2
- Alarm History
- Temperature
- ECO2 and More

Call for a quote on the Dash 3000, 4000, or 5000 Models.

— WELCH ALLYN MONITORS —

Call for Quote!

WELCH ALLYN SPOT VITAL SIGNS MONITOR

Welch Allyn Spot Vital Signs has made its mark in ambulatory and acute care settings for its accuracy, durability and cost-effectiveness. Now with updated features, the fully automated, multiparameter Spot Vital Signs has become the device of choice for front line caregivers world-wide.

Spot Vital Signs Base Unit includes: Blood Pressure
Optional Features include: Temperature, Pulse Oximetry, and IR Connectivity

Call for Quote!

WELCH ALLYN 300 SERIES VITAL SIGNS MONITOR

For simple and accurate vital signs assessment or continuous monitoring, this monitor is the definition of “advanced monitoring made affordable.”

- Noninvasive blood pressure (NIBP), pulse rate and MAP
- Optional — SureTemp® Plus Thermometry, Masimo or Nellcor pulse oximetry and integrated thermal printer
- Supports adult, pediatric and neonatal patients
- Simple to use — LCD display facilitates menu navigation
- Includes automatic blood pressure mode, programmable alarms, built-in memory capability and intuitive icons
- Lightweight and portable, with a variety of mounting options

Call for Quote!

WELCH ALLYN SPOT LXI

Take vital signs in about half the time. Take patient care to a whole new level.

- SureBP™ technology measures blood pressure in about 15 seconds as the cuff is inflating — resulting in time savings for you and improved comfort for your patients, pulse rate and MAP included
- Choice of SureTemp® Plus or Braun ThermoScan® PRO 4000 ear thermometer
- Choice of Masimo or Nellcor® pulse oximetry
- Ability to manually enter weight, height, respiration rate, and pain level; calculates Body Mass Index
- Connects to select Healthometer® or Tanita® digital scales
- 35-saving memory allows retrieval of previous data for review, to print or to download later
- Connectivity-ready
- Error messages give you descriptions and real solutions — not just error codes
- Bigger, brighter LCD display provides greater visibility from farther distances
- Now available with wireless connectivity option to transmit vitals directly to your hospital EHR! (wireless option available in U.S. and Canada only)

Call for Quote!

WELCH ALLYN ATLAS MONITORS

A cost-effective monitor with all the parameters for conscious sedation procedures.

- Hard-wired, easy-to-use monitor with configuration options to meet your individual needs
- All monitors include 3- or 5-lead ECG, Nellcor® pulse oximetry (SpO2) and NIBP
- Optional parameters include temperature, respiration, ECO2 and integrated printer
- Bright, crisp waveforms and multicolored LED displays for across-the-room visibility
- Simple, straightforward menu operation
BOVIE ELECTROSURGERY EQUIPMENT

---

Call for Quote!

GE COROMETRICS 170 SERIES MONITORS
For more than three decades, Corometrics fetal monitors have been helping clinicians improve the standard of obstetric care. Part of the complete family of uniquely powerful fetal monitors, Corometrics 170 series monitors are designed to provide the information you need to make quick, accurate and cost effective clinical assessments. These compact and lightweight monitors are designed for ante partum applications in the office or hospital.

Call for Quote!

HUNTELEIGH FETAL DOPPLEX II
Top of the line Obstetric Doppler with Interchangeable probes, High sensitivity 2 & 3 MHz obstetric probe options, unique three fetal heart rate processing modes for optimum performance. Real-time heart rate data output for connection to Dopplex Print II.

Call for Quote!

MICROLOOP SPIROMETER
Test entry, enabling comment writing. Internationally recognized on-screen test quality assurance prompts for poor test attempts (e.g. slow start, abrupt end, etc.) Bronchodilator and/or steroid assessment. Predicted value and language selection. Body mass index and dyspnoea score calculation. Lung age assessment and textual result interpretation by ATS8, BTS-NICE9 or Enright10. Fully customizable printout format.

Call for Quote!

FLEXI DOPPLEX D930
The Flexi Dopplex® is a state-of-the-art pocket Doppler, designed specifically for obstetric use. The Hunteleigh Flexi Dopplex (D930) is the perfect choice for early and routine antenatal examinations for obstetricians, midwives, GP’s and other specialists.

Call for Quote!

MICROLAB PORTABLE SPIROMETER
High resolution printer, test entry, enabling comment writing, internationally recognized on-screen test quality assurance prompts for poor test attempts (e.g. slow start, abrupt end, etc.) Bronchodilator and/or steroid assessment. Predicted value and language selection. Body mass index and dyspnoea score calculation. Lung age assessment and arithmetic result interpretation by ATS8, BTS-NICE9 or Enright. Fully customizable printout format. Complete with all accessories in a sturdy carry case.

GP & LP Models Available

MICRO GP/DL POCKET SPIROMETER
Inexpensive pocket Spirometer for COPD/asthma screening. Fully letter size print out with Flox/Volume and Volume/Time curves. ATS compliance for diagnostic devices. Displays actual and percent predicted. Battery operated and complete with sturdy carry case.

---

As prices change based on availability, please call or visit dixiemed.com, aedwarehouse.com & zoll.us for current pricing.

call toll free 1-866-349-4363

---

FETAL DOPPLERS & SPIROMETERS

---

Call for Quote!

MICRO GP/DL POCKET SPIROMETER
Inexpensive pocket Spirometer for COPD/asthma screening. Fully letter size print out with Flox/Volume and Volume/Time curves. ATS compliance for diagnostic devices. Displays actual and percent predicted. Battery operated and complete with sturdy carry case.

Call for Quote!

SPIDA 5 — SPIDA EXPERT
Spida 5 is the highest quality Spirometry software you can buy. The 32-bit package is simple to use and employs a state of the art multi-window graphical interface. Up to 41 spirometry indices can be measured, previous test curves overlaid for comparison and both open and closed Flow/Volume Loop test techniques used. An animated child incentive device and the long term trending of patient results are also featured. Spida 5 is compatible with Microsoft Windows 95, 98, 2000, Me, XP, and NT and will link to all Micro Medical Spirometers.

---

As prices change based on availability, please call or visit dixiemed.com, aedwarehouse.com & zoll.us for current pricing.

call toll free 1-866-349-4363

---

BOVIE ELECTROSURGERY GENERATORS

Bovie Medical is setting the standard for surgi-center and hospital-based electrosurgical generators and accessories with a range of “state of the art” models: the Aaron 800™, the Aaron 900™, the Aaron 950™, the Aaron 1250™, the Aaron 2250™, and the Aaron 3250™ along with the IDS-200™, IDS-300™, and ICON Gi™. This full line is the most complete offering of any USA manufactured electrosurgical generator product. The feature-packed generators are designed from the ground up to be extremely reliable, and are UL and Canadian Standards compliant.

Aaron 900 High Frequency Generator:
The Aaron 900™’s high frequency desiccator永远 removes the need to go through a tedious multi-step process to change from low to high power. The 900’s digital power control system allows you to change from low to high by simply pushing the up/down buttons on the handpiece or rotating the power control knob.

Aaron 950 High Frequency ElectroSurgical Generator/Desiccator:
The Aaron 950™ is the first and only High Frequency Desiccator with Cut. You might call it a split personality. One half of the unit is a high frequency desiccator, out of the mold of our very popular Aaron 900. The other half is a Bovie® Generator, giving you 60 watts of cutting power and coag capabilities — plenty of power for LLETZ/LEEP or most any cutting procedure performed in the doctor’s office.

Aaron 1250 ElectroSurgical Generator:
The Aaron 1250™, by Bovie®, features Cut, Blend, Coagulation, Fulguration, and Bipolar modes. Bovie incorporates automatic safety features into the Aaron 1250 like self-test circuits, audible tones, discreet outputs, isolated circuitry, and Bovie NEM™ (neutral electrode monitoring).

Aaron 2250 ElectroSurgical Generator:
The Aaron 2250 is a multipurpose electrosurgical generator for use in the modern physician’s office and surgi-center. It features both monopolar and bipolar functions to satisfy all of your surgical demands with safety, flexibility, reliability, and convenience.

Aaron 3250 ElectroSurgical Generator:
The Aaron 3250 is a 300 watt multipurpose electrosurgical generator for use in the modern operating room and surgi-center. It features both monopolar and bipolar functions to satisfy all of your surgical demands with safety, flexibility, reliability, and convenience.

Aaron Smoke Shark:
The Aaron Smoke Shark is designed to be easy to use and extremely effective at smoke and particle removal at the operative sight. While designed for use with all electrosurgical generators, it is also excellent for use in controlling laser smoke.

The Smoke Shark’s 18-hour filter combines four-stage filtration in one casing (Pre-filter, ULPA, Carbon, Post-filter), keeping cost per procedure down and minimizing waste. The four-stage filter captures particles down to 0.01 µm with 99.99995% efficiency giving you the confidence you need for a safe work environment. The 24 ounces of carbon contained in the Smoke Shark filter, over twenty times the amount of a competing brand, does a superior job in keeping cost per procedure down and minimizing waste. The four-stage filter captures particles down to 0.01 µm with 99.99995% efficiency giving you the confidence you need for a safe work environment. The 24 ounces of carbon contained in the Smoke Shark filter, over twenty times the amount of a competing brand, does a superior job in keeping cost per procedure down and minimizing waste. The four-stage filter captures particles down to 0.01 µm with 99.99995% efficiency giving you the confidence you need for a safe work environment. The 24 ounces of carbon contained in the Smoke Shark filter, over twenty times the amount of a competing brand, does a superior job in keeping cost per procedure down and minimizing waste. The four-stage filter captures particles down to 0.01 µm with 99.99995% efficiency giving you the confidence you need for a safe work environment. The 24 ounces of carbon contained in the Smoke Shark filter, over twenty times the amount of a competing brand, does a superior job in keeping cost per procedure down and minimizing waste. The four-stage filter captures particles down to 0.01 µm with 99.99995% efficiency giving you the confidence you need for a safe work environment.
**— SCALES —**

**Call for Quote!**

**Physician Digital Scale**
New Digital Physician Eye-Level Scale with high weighing capacity, low profile, large base, and use friendly interface.
Part number: 597KL

**Call for Quote!**

**Physician Balance Beam Scale**
Maximum strength, steel base and lever system, rotating easy-read poise bars with engraved, long lasting readings in pound/kilogram
Part number: 402KJL

**Call for Quote!**

**Wheelchair Digital Scale**
New High capacity scale with ramp for easy access. Ramp attached to either side. Industrial strength construction for long lasting reliability.
Part number: 2500KL

**Call for Quote!**

**Handrail Digital Scale**
New High Capacity scale with wide access wraparound handrail for safety and stability. Industrial strength for long lasting reliability.
Part number: 2101KL

**Call for Quote!**

**Digital Pediatric Scale**
New High performance digital pediatric scale with motion-sensing technology to capture the weights of even the most active babies.
Part number: 553KL

**Call for Quote!**

**Pediatric Balance Beam Scale w/ Tray**
User friendly tray design. Rotating beam with engraved long lasting readings in pound and kilogram. Tray includes measuring tape. White tray on black base.
Part number: 1522KL

**Call for Quote!**

**Super Bright Home Digital Scale**
1-1/2” super bright LED display. Operates on 9V battery (included). Kg/lb switch.
Part number: 845KL

**Call for Quote!**

**Large Raised Dial Scale**
Part number: 160LB

---

**— SUPPLIES, BATTERIES, EXTENDED WARRANTIES —**

**Call for Quote!**

**Batteries**
Dixie Medical carries manufacturer and after-market batteries for each and every unit we sell. Call today for your battery quote.

**Call for Quote!**

**Defib Pads, AED Electrodes, and ECG patches**
No matter what unit you currently use, Dixie Medical can supply you with pads and electrodes for adult and pediatric use. We carry electrodes from every major manufacturer including Zoll, Medtronic/Physio-Control, Philips, Cardiac Science, and HeartSine.

**Call for Quote!**

**Cables**
Dixie Medical carries defib, pacing, multifunction, 3-Lead, and 12-Lead patient cables for Medtronic, Zoll, Philips, and more. We carry both manufacturer cables and less expensive after-market cables.

**Call for Quote!**

**Paper**
Printer paper of all types and sized available for a variety of units.

**Call for Quote!**

**Carrying Cases**
Dixie Medical carries all factory-made carrying cases and less expensive, after-market cases for Zoll, Philips, and Medtronic Defibrillators, as well as AED Carrying Cases for many brands.

---

**Extended Warranty**
Dixie Medical offers extended warranties on every unit it sells. This covers your machine after the standard warranty expires. Every unit we sell comes with a standard warranty. Call to inquire about an extended warranty for your particular unit.

Starting at $99.00 per year for AEDs.
Starting at $199 per year for Defibrillators.

---

As prices change based on availability, please call or visit dixiemed.com, aedwarehouse.com & zoll.us for current pricing.
Call for Quote!

**GE/MARQUETTE CASE SYSTEM**

Building on Marquette’s legacy of leadership in exercise testing, the next-generation CASE system delivers highly scalable solutions to meet virtually any facility’s unique performance and productivity requirements.

Call for Quote!

**GE CARDIOSOFT SOFTWARE**

Now, with CardioSoft diagnostic software, you can transform your laptop or PC into a sophisticated cardiac data acquisition and analysis system — complete with gold standard Marquette ECG analysis programs for uncompromising performance.

Call for Quote!

**SERIES 2000 TREADMILL**

Advances incorporated into the Series 200 Treadmill place it at the forefront of patient safety, dependability and overall performance — the culmination of continual technological development and attention to detail specially designed to meet the high quality standards you expect from GE. The Series 2000’s extra-long, 60 inch treadmill surfaces promises an extra margin of safety for patients, and it can be slowed to a gradual stop or stopped immediately with the standard emergency stop button. Front and side rails are also standard on the Series 2000. With fewer moving parts than other treadmills, the Series 2000 delivers extremely smooth, quiet operation that facilitates accurate blood pressure measurements even at high workloads. Thanks to digital microprocessor control, its setting never needs to be calibrated. 450 pound weight capacity and speed range of 0–13.5 miles per hour set the Series 2000 Treadmill apart from other treadmills.

Call for Quote!

**CARDIOSOFT RESTING ECG & EXERCISE STRESS TESTING**

The CardioSoft Resting ECG and Exercise Stress Testing applications transform your PC into a cardiac testing station. For both applications, the Cardiac Acquisition Module (CAM) is easily connected from the patient to your PC’s standard USB port. The CAM system delivers highly scalable solutions to provide virtually any facility’s unique performance and productivity requirements.
**Call for Quote!**

**CENTURY SERIES**

Preferred by medical facilities worldwide.

*5 Year warranty with 50 available colors.

**Call for Quote!**

**VALUE+PLUS SERIES**

Affordable without compromising style and reliability.

*5 Year warranty with 50 available colors.

**Call for Quote!**

**TRADITION SERIES**

Economical exam stools that stand the test of time.

*5 Year warranty with 50 available colors.

**Call for Quote!**

**FEATHERLIGHT 3000 SERIES**

Dichroic film-coated reflectors filter out 80% of beam heat. Three color-corrected, low-voltage, 50-watt halogen bulbs w heat sink technology that keeps the housing cool. “No-drift,” counter-balanced arm design: 540 degrees rotation at both the light head and yoke. Compact five-leg caster base; power cord exits the base of the floor model. Movement provide effortless and accurate light placement without drifting or repositioning. 5000 foot candles at 24´. Color temperature — 4000 degrees Kelvin. Fused for your protection.

Bulb life: 4000 hours; light pattern: 10’ @ 24’. Sterilizable (standard), Available in Floor (#163002), Ceiling (#163003) models. Replacement Bulb #016150. UL & CUL certified. 1 Year Warranty.

**Call for Quote!**

**HALOGEN 35 SERIES**

Dichroic film-coated reflectors filter out 80% of beam heat. Flexible, “no-drift”, 24” gooseneck. Heat sink technology removes bulb socket heat and keeps the housing cool. 540 degree rotation of the light head and gooseneck arm. Internal power cord exits the weighted base at floor level. Non-metallic head eliminates heat. High intensity, low voltage. 35 Volt bulb included. 1500 foot candles @ 24”. Color temperature — 3000 degrees Kelvin. Bulb life: 5000 hours; light pattern: 7” @ 24”. Optional five caster base (#001635. UL & CUL certified. 1 Year Warranty.

**Call for Quote!**

**INCANDESCENT SERIES**

Advanced reflector system provides shadow-free light. Flexible, “no-drift”, 18” gooseneck offers superior beam alignment 540 degree rotation of the light head and gooseneck arm. Non-metallic head eliminates surface heat. Internal power cord exits the weighted base at floor level. 25-watt incandescent bulb included. Bulb life: 500 hours; light pattern: 7” @ 24”. Maximum height: 62”. Optional 5-caster base (#100165). Replacement Bulb #001525. 1 Year Warranty.

**Call for Quote!**

**CHROME SERIES GOOSENECK**

Durable Chrome finish. 12’ power cord w/ grounded 3-wire plug. Stable chrome plated base (8.5lbs, 11” dia.) Height: 47”-72”. 10 to 40-watt incandescent bulb (not included). Some assembly required. 1 year warranty.

**Call for Quote!**

**Dichroic film-coated reflectors filter out 80% of beam heat. Flexible, “no-drift”, 24” gooseneck. Heat sink technology removes bulb socket heat and keeps the housing cool. “No-drift,” counter-balanced arm design: 540 degrees rotation at both the light head and yoke. Compact five-leg caster base; power cord exits the base of the floor model. Movement provide effortless and accurate light placement without drifting or repositioning. 5000 foot candles at 24”. Color temperature — 4000 degrees Kelvin. Fused for your protection.

Bulb life: 4000 hours; light pattern: 10’ @ 24’. Sterilizable (standard), Available in Floor (#163002), Ceiling (#163003) models. Replacement Bulb #016150. UL & CUL certified. 1 Year Warranty.

**Call for Quote!**

**HDMI SERIES GOOSENECK**

Durable Chrome finish. 12’ power cord w/ grounded 3-wire plug. Stable chrome plated base (8.5lbs, 11” dia.) Height: 47”-72”. 10 to 40-watt incandescent bulb (not included). Some assembly required. 1 year warranty.

**Call for Quote!**

**PULSE OXIMETERS**

**Call for Quote!**

**TUFFSAT PULSE OXIMETER**

Includes:
- 1 Reusable Adult Finger Sensor
- Carrying Case with Belt Clip
- Operator’s Manual
- 4 AA Batteries
- 3 Year Factory Warranty from GE

**Call for Quote!**

**TRUSAT PULSE OXIMETER**

Includes:
- Carrying Case
- 1 Reusable OxyTip Finger Sensor
- Internal Battery with A/C Power Supply
- Instructional Manual
- 3 Year Factory Warranty from GE

**Call for Quote!**

**PULSOX 5500**

- Portable Sp02 Finger Sensor
- Long-Lasting battery (over 1,000 hours)
- Highly resistant to many forms of motion
- Completely Nail Polish Tolerant
- Made to According to environmentally friendly standards

2 Year Manufacturer’s Warranty

**Call for Quote!**

**PULSOX 6100**

- Ideally suited for medical professionals
- Universal thimble size
- Autotag technology for motion artifacts & low perfusion
- Easy to read illuminated LCD w/ bi-directional readings
- Long lasting battery
- Belt Pouch for storage supplied w/ each unit

2 Year Manufacturer’s Warranty

**Call for Quote!**

**PULSOX 6000**

- Used for extended monitoring of blood oxygen saturation & heart rate
- Unique reflectance technology for use in ambulatory and sleep related situations
- Maximum user comfort and ease-of-use
- Uses very low power for extended usage
- Downloads stored readings to a computer via USB link
- Highly resistant to many forms of motion

Compatible with IBT oximetry reporting software

2 Year Manufacturer’s Warranty

**Call for Quote!**

**PULSOX 7500**

- Ideal for extended monitoring of blood oxygen saturation & heart rate
- Unique reflectance technology for use in ambulatory and sleep related situations
- Maximum user comfort and ease-of-use
- Uses very low power for extended usage
- Downloads stored readings to a computer via USB link
- Highly resistant to many forms of motion

Compatible with IBT oximetry reporting software

2 Year Manufacturer’s Warranty

**Call for Quote!**

**MINDRAY PM 50 PULSE OXIMETER**

- Compact, light for carrying and handling
- Automatic Standby, Power-off and Record Management
- Up to 100 patient IDs and 200 records storage
- Data transfer to PC for storage or printing
- Convenient AA size alkaline or rechargeable batteries

Suitable for adult, pediatric and neonatal patients

3 Year Mail-in Warranty

**Call for Quote!**

**MINDRAY PM 60 PULSE OXIMETER**

- Suitable for adult, pediatric and neonatal patients
- High resolution 2.4” color LCD display
- Two selectable working modes: spot check and continuous monitoring
- Adjustable audible and visual alarms
- Large data transfer and storage to PC for reviewing or printing
- Real time data transfer by infrared technology
- Batteries to support up to 36 hour continuous working
- Protective cover and carrying case perfect for portable monitoring needs

3 Year Mail-in Warranty

---

As prices change based on availability, please call or visit dixiemed.com, aedwarehouse.com & zoll.us for current pricing.